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Chapter 1

THE TEST SEQUENCE

1.1 Test setup

The test setup consists of:

• a VME crate

• a VME CPU or a CAEN USB-VME bridge

• a PC with ISE installed )the OS should be linux in case we plan to use
for the tests the USB-VME bridge)

• 2 short lemo cables

• 1 double width test mezzanine

• 1 rear transition module

• 2 SFP modules

• 2 short optical cables

• 1 VME extension module (optional)

• 1 Xilinx USB JTAG programmer

• 1 VME board capable of asserting interrupts.

The VFC under test will be equipped with the 2 SFP and the mezzanine
before being plugged into the VME crate (or on the extension module pre-
viously plugged into the VME crate).
The rear transition module should have been placed on the P2 of the slot in
which the VFC is being tested.
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The 2 lemos will be used to connect the top lemo plugs to the bottom ones,
and the optical cables to loop the in to the out of each SFP.
The extra VME board should be plugged in a slot with a higher number of
that in which the VFC under test is plugged.
Finally the USB programmer will be connected to the JTAG port of the
VFC.

1.1.1 FMC test mezzanine

The VFC test requires a double width mezzanine with the following charac-
teristics:

• La[33:0] from 1 connector are connected to those on the other one

• Dp(0, 1)M2C are connected to Dp(0, 1)C2M on the same connector

• Clk(0,1)C2M are connected to GBTClk(0,1)M2C on the same connec-
tor

• Clk(0, 1)M2C from one connector are connected to those on the other
one

• the SCL, SDA, TCK, TMS, TDI, TDO, TRST L, PGC2M, PrsntM2C
from 1 connector are connected to those on the other one

• The power lines, even those on the same power, are not connected
together, but just with a resistor and a led to the ground

• The pins connected to ground are not connected together, but each
pulls down individually a led connected to a PS

• The VrefAM2C is connected to ground via a resistor and a led

1.1.2 The rear transition module

The rear transition module will connect the FMC clocks respectively to the
data lines 19 and 18.
Data lines from 0 to 8 are shorted to lines 9 to 17.
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1.2 Test procedure

1.2.1 Power supply presence

Once plugged the board into the crate (extender) power on the crate and
verify that all the PS less are on.

1.2.2 The JTAG accessibility

The using the Xilinx software (or equivalent) the JTAG chain of the 2 FPGAs
should be detected and the System FPGA programmed with the provided
firmware. Failing to pass this test will prevent the execution of all the other
tests.

1.2.3 VME access test

Using the chosen interface, the crate CPU or the USB bridge, the register
containing the release ID of the system FPGA firmware should be read and
verified.
If the access in read mode is confirmed by the previous stem a generic 32 bit
register should written and read back 32 times, each times with a different bit
of the register up. This test if the VME master allows it should be replaced
by a 64 bit access to a 64 bit register following the same procedure. This
allows to also fully verify the address lines.
The Interrupt lines can be verified generating interrupts using the dedicated
FPGA registers.
Failing to pass this test will prevent the execution of all the other tests.

1.2.4 EEPROMs tests

Each of the 2 EEPROMs should be accessed to read the identification register
(instruction code 0x9F).

1.2.5 Temperature and unique ID chip

The unique ID stored in the 1-wire chip should be read and noted down.
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1.2.6 ADC and Voltages

The ADC used to monitor the voltages should be accessed to verify its con-
nections but also the voltage levels. This test should be repeated two times:
the 1st time with Vadj1 inhibited, and the second time with Vadj1 active.

1.2.7 Vadj1 control

The Vadj1 should be varied using the digital potentiometer from its max to
its min value. A calibration table Voltage Vs. Potentiometer setting should
be the output of this test.

1.2.8 DDR3 test

The DDR3 should be accessed in write and read mode flipping individually
each address and data bit. This is done with the following procedure:

1. Write at address 2**n, with n in [0, 15], 2**n

2. Read back from all the accessed cells

3. Compare with the written pattern

4. Write at address 2**(n+11), with n in [0, 15], 2**n

5. Read back from all the accessed cells

6. Compare with the written pattern

1.2.9 SiLab clock test

The frequency of the SiLab clock oscillator should be verified against the fixed
20MHz clock to be approximatively 5 times faster. This is done reading the
count difference over a predetermined period from a dedicated register. Once
this done the Frequency should be changed using the SPI control port of the
chip and verified again.

1.2.10 AFPGA programming

Using the apposite interface the AFPGA should be programmed with the
provided test firmware.
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1.2.11 Slow interface check

The AFPGA should be accessed using the slow serial interface and a generic
register accessed in write and read mode. This will allow verifying the sys-app
connections: sysapp diff(5..0) (P, N) and sysapp clk (P, N).

1.2.12 System PLL test

The System PLL should be accessed and configured with the default value.
The proper configuration can be verified reading it back.
The actual clock quality can be partially verified checking the the Gbit lines
PLLs: if the clock is of the required quality and at the proper frequency they
should be at this point locked.
The clocks going to the global clocks of the 2 FPGAs can be verified, the
same way it was done for the SiLabs clock, against the 20MHz clock using
dedicated registers.

1.2.13 Gbit lanes

System to Application FPGA Gbit communication lanes

The Gbit lanes on the AFPGA side are looped back toward the SFPGA in
the test firmware. They will be verified writing patters and reading them
back. The result of this test can be checked in a dedicated register.

SPF lanes

Those lanes will be tested the same way as the previous ones, but the loop-
back will be made at the SFP level with the optical fibers.
It should be toed that the SFP2 channel can be tested in this way only if the
CDR chip is bypassed. For the boards where the CDR is connected it will
be required to have another board generating an appropriate test pattern.

e-SATA Gbit lane

This connection can be verified only mounting the e-SATA connector, and
this is not compatible with the width of a single VME slot. This feature
will be tested only on those boards foreseen to be used in stand alone mode
where the connector can be mounted. The test is the same foreseen for the
other lanes.
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FMC connected lanes (and FMC PLLs)

The loopback for those lanes is done at the level of the test mezzanine. The
test is the same as of the other lanes, with the exception that to test those
lanes the FMC PLLs should be programmed and the locking of the involved
internal PLL verified to validate the PLLs clocks.

1.2.14 Front panel less and push-button

Pressing the push button the front panel less will change from their normal
behavior to a blinking mode. This will allow to test them and the push
button at the same time.

1.2.15 FMC JTAG, I2C, PG and Prsnt signals

All those signals for the FMC module 1 are connected on the test mezzanine
to their equivalent for the 2nd module. Testing those lines will consist in
writing into a register a one hot code until all the bits for the mezzanine 1
have been flipped and verified on register connected to the 2nd mezzanine.

1.2.16 Front panel general purpose IOs

The direction of those signal will be fixed using a register in the SFPGA.
The actual channel will be enabled and set using a register in the AFPGA.
As they are looped in groups of 2 the set value can be verified directly from
an input register in the AFPGA.

1.2.17 SRAMs

Each SRAM should be accessed in write and read mode flipping individually
each address and data bit. This is done with the following procedure:

1. Write at address 2**n, with n in [0, 20], 2**n

2. Read back from all the accessed cells

3. Compare with the written pattern

4. Write at address 2**n, with n in [0, 20], 2**(n+15)

5. Read back from all the accessed cells

6. Compare with the written pattern
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1.2.18 VME special lines

The VME system clock can be verified checking it against the 20MHz clock
using the dedicated register in the system FPGA.
The VME System reset can be verified sending it via the master and checking
that the internal registers of the FPGAs have been effectively reset.
The IACKOUT can be checked forcing an interrupt from a board in a slot
with a higher number and verifying that the IACK cycle terminates properly.

1.2.19 FMC lines from the AFPGA

The FMC1 signals, except the gigabit lines and clocks and the C2M clocks,
are connected internally inside the FPGAs to a series of output registers,
while those of the FMC2 are connected to input register.
With a series of accesses each bit of the output registers will be flipped indi-
vidually and verified on the input registers.
The Gbit lines and clocks will be verified sending a pattern on the output
channels and reading it back on the input ones. Te clocks are verified auto-
matically with this procedure as they will be used as the reference ones.
The VrefAM2C is driven high for the test by the FPGA. As there is more
than one VrefAM2C pins on the FPGA, each will drive for 1/3 of a second
the line. If all are connected the led should not blink.

1.2.20 P2 rear transition module connections

The FMC clocks are feed back on the P2 DATA19 and P2 DATA18 on
the rear transition module and are checked against the 20MHz clock in
the AFPGA. The result can be read out from the dedicated register. The
P2 DATA(P, N)(8..0) are connected to a output register, while the P2 DATA(P,
N)(17..9) can be read via a dedicated register on the AFPGA. The test pro-
gram set one at the time the bits of the output register and checks the result
on the input one.
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